
P h y s i c s                                                          name ________________________________ period _____

Inv-5 Expan V (Type IIB Proj. Motion: Mission Impossible?)   sheet # ____
The objective of this “Mission Impossible” is to hit the bulls eye.  I give it that title because there is going to have to 
be a little luck involved here. We haven’t learned how to take air drag into account yet.   The marble is pretty 
aerodynamic since it’s orientation doesn’t change its profile area. 
First we must determine the Vo of your particular $175 marble launcher.   I don’t want to give you too much of a heads 
up here, but it makes sense not to measure time since that comes with a huge error and reduces your sig figs.  So .  . . how 
can you do that?  Show your set up below for determining this “muzzle” velocity and use the space 

We have determined our Vo to be ______________ ft/sec
 Here are the group assignments (if you choose to accept them)
1  Marble Launcher on TV cart @ 10° to floor target        6  Marble Launcher on floor  @ 45° to table target
2  Marble Launcher on counter @ 20° to floor target        7  Marble Launcher on table @  15° to floor target  
3  Marble Launcher on table   @ 20°to floor target        8  Marble Launcher on table @  30° to floor target
4  Marble Launcher on table  @ 35° to floor target        9  Marble Launcher on floor @  45° to table target
5  Marble Launcher on floor @ 40° to table target       10  Marble Launcher on floor @  40°to table target

You will measure your heights and then algebraically manipulate whichever orange and blue 
mirror equations you need to determine what your Δx will have to be to hit the bulls eye.
  Show your calculations to determine your Δx in the space below :
   Required Drawing w/labeled givens            x equation    y equations

So . . .  what Δx did you come up with? _________

1st trial pts:  ______  2nd trial pts: _______ 3rd trial pts: _______

Add all three trials to get TOTAL # of Bonus Pts => 



Now for the REALLY fun part. You need to plot the 5parts of that 
little marble’s flight for the Δx you determined from the front.
Work Area:

   Vx = ______    Voy = ________   Vfy = _______     Δy = ________

                      Δx = ______      total time (τ ) = ________   


